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Proposal by Aero Club of Poland
Team Cup medals

Background:
The initial proposal regarding establishing medals for teams was submitted to 2011
IGC Plenary Meeting and it was accepted for further development. As the detailed Year 2
proposal was not ready at the time of 2012 IGC Plenary Meeting it was decided to
postpone the proposal until 2013. Meanwhile FFVV (French Gliding Federation) has
submitted own proposals regarding Team Cup development and we decided to work
together on common Year 2 proposal. Unfortunately a consensus wasn’t reached in due
time and finally two separate proposals with some common points are to be discussed and
decided by the IGC delegates. Following are the new rules, proposed by Aero Club of
Poland, introducing new model of team classification under the Team Cup name and
medals for first three standings at every FAI Category 1 gliding event.
Proposed rules:
It is proposed to change or add following rules in Annex A to FAI Sporting Code
Section 3 – Gliding:
8.1.1 Team Cup: At every multiclass championships event the Trophy
(for the first place) and the set of medals (for the first three
places) will be awarded in team classification. The Team Captains
will receive the Trophy and the medals in the name of their teams.
8.5 Team Cup
8.5.1 For the purpose of the Team Cup, a team is considered to
consist of all the competitors entered in the Championships by a
single NAC, with a minimum of two sailplanes entered.
8.5.2 The team´s score is a sum of 4 (3 if there are only 2
classes) best relative total scores of its competitors, but no
more than 2 from each class.

8.5.3 Relative total score means total score of the competitor
divided by total score of the class winner and then multiplied by
250. 8.2.2 rounding rule applies.
8.5.4 Intermediate Team Cup classification is to be calculated
after each championship day.
8.5.5 In case of a tie, the higher place should be awarded to the
team with bigger number of first places in an individual
classification of the championships. If a tie remains, subsequent
places should be counted until a tie is broken.
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